WALTZ FOR EVA AND CHE

Piano-Conductor

[Chorus]

Tell me before I Waltz out of your life, before turning my back on the past.

Give my imper-ten-tent be-nov-tour, but how long do you think this Phanto-mine can last.

Evita
Tell me before I ride off in the sunset, there's one thing I never got clear.

How can you claim you're our savior, when those who oppose you are

Stepped on or cut up or simply disappear.
Tell me before you get on to your high horse. Just you expect me to do what

Tell me before you join the forgotten brigade.

How can one person like me, say, all the time honored way the game is played.
What are my chances of honest advances I'd say low

Better to win by permitting my sin than to lose with A

Ha - lo

V. S.

A32
Tell me before I seek harvest, restore self-esteem.

How can you be so shortsighted, to look never further than this week or next week, to have no impossible dream.
Waltz

Locate Before you slink off to the sidelines I'll pay your fare give thee cheers; But

First tell me who'd be delighted to witness me tackle the world's greatest problems from

War to pollution, no hope of solution even if I live for one hundred

2:34
[Both]

Years? There is evil ever around fundamental system of

[Evil]

Government quite incidental. So go if you're able to somewhere

stable and stay there.

[Evil]

Whip up your hate in some tottering state; but not here dear, is that clear, dear?
Falling Apart?
A Serious Flaw, I hope you know that (solo Gtr.)